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▪ Introduction (5 mins)

▪ Panelist presentations (20 mins)

▪ Panel discussion (20 mins)

▪ Audience questions and discussion (15 mins)

Session outline



▪ Genome ➔ the complete DNA sequence of an individual

▪ Virtually identical in every human

▪ Small differences (mutations) make us unique, and can also be associated with disorders and disease

• In particular, rare diseases and cancer

▪ Identifying these differences can inform treatment and clinical management

▪ Genome Sequencing ➔ the process of determining an individual’s entire DNA sequence

▪ (Exome Sequencing ➔ focuses more narrowly on the protein-coding regions of the genome)

▪ Genome/exome sequencing increasingly embedded in research practice over past 15 years, but testing 

still relatively expensive

Genome sequencing: a primer



Genome sequencing at scale

Stark et al. (2019) doi: 10.1016/j.ajhg.2018.11.014



Health economics evidence for sequencing?



▪ Key challenges well-documented:

• Selecting an appropriate analytical approach and comparator

- Positioning of tests in clinical pathways

- Selecting an appropriate current practice comparator for tests spanning multiple 

disorders

- Selecting an appropriate comparator if a test fulfils multiple clinical applications

• Complexity of modelling approach

- How to incorporate all potential results and clinical trajectories

- Accommodating interactions between results

• Test outcomes

- Health and non-health (personal utility)

- Patient / current family / future generations

Economic evaluation challenges in genomics



▪ Initial analyses in population sequencing studies have highlighted issues surrounding test 

access and outcomes

▪ These inequalities could be inequities, and could lead to bias in cost-effectiveness analyses

▪ Also concerns about the transferability of findings between countries/biomarkers/ethnicities 

➔ impacts on the generalisability of economic evaluation results

Issues surrounding equity are a growing concern



▪ For probands with rare diseases undergoing 

sequencing:

• Probands of lower socioeconomic status had 

lower odds, while probands of European 

ancestry had higher odds, of having two or 

more relatives enrolled in the study

• Probands of lower socioeconomic status 

had more emergency care episodes and 

higher emergency care costs

• Probands of European ancestry had fewer

inpatient care episodes but higher inpatient 

care costs

• Episodes and costs were concentrated

among more deprived individuals

Evidence from the 100,000 Genomes Project



▪ Professor Deborah Marshall: “Data Diversity Challenges in Genomics”

▪ Professor Maarten IJzerman: “HTA of Cancer Genomics: Perspectives, 

Transferability and Access”

▪ Dr Jeroen Jansen: “Distributional cost-effectiveness analysis: a 

promising tool?”

Over to the panelists…


